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1 Introduction
This Operation Manual is intended for familiarization with the structure, operation principles of the Teleport application designed for configuration and data viewing from the TEKON20 series devices.

2 General description of the Teleport application
The Teleport application (the executable file TTP20.exe) is intended for operation with
the TEKON-20 series controllers. The software provides two access levels for work with the device: ‘Service Engineer’ and ‘User’.
When entering the application, the ‘Service Engineer’ access level is set automatically;
and moving to the ‘User’ level is performed from the ‘Access level’ menu. The ‘User’ level allows only to view the data, and the ‘Service Engineer’ level allows to record configurations into
the device, edit available parameters, etc.
Table 1 provides some terms used in the Teleport application description.
Table 1
Term
Description
1. Т-20 database
A set of files intended for representation of the controller
configuration in the form of tasks. It is delivered to the user
in the form of archive file; may also be used in an unstuffed
form.
2 Controller task queue.
A queue is a sequential list of tasks taken from a ready soluFlexible tasks
tion library or compiled by the user in a special application,
Dialogue 19. It is loaded into a calculation device and makes
part of its software. The tasks included into the task queue
are called flexible tasks. The flexible task queue is stored in
the database as a file with the extension tsk.
3 Rigid tasks (templates)
Rigid tasks are a part of the device basic software, which are
permanently present in each item and are components of its
operating system. The composition of rigid tasks depends
only on the device version and cannot be changed. The description of rigid tasks is stored in the TASK directory of the
T-20 database as a file with the module name and the extension tsk.
4 Module, controller
Physical device
5 Algorithm
Algorithms are subroutines (procedures and functions) recorded into modules. The algorithms have input and output
parameters (algorithm parameters). In connection with
memory-related limitations, different modules have different
algorithms.
6 Task
Tasks are links to algorithms (or procedure calls) which
have specific parameter numbers.
7 Task parameters
Task parameters may be input or output. The level of access to the parameter is determined in rigid tasks by the algorithm developer, and in flexible tasks, by the user who
creates the task queue. The access level may be different in
relation to parameter reading and recording.
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identification The task queue identification number is a code corresponding to this separate task queue, entered into the controller
Project is a separate directory on the disk containing the following files under the same name:
tsk – the task queue from the ready solutions library created
by the Dialogue19 application, read from the controller.
tas – the task queue formed by the Ri-97 recorder
prm – the parameter values
txt – the description of the project, a text file
mnp – the description of the user menu
mna – the description of the archive menu
mns – the description of the cyclic menu
hns – the data from the hourly archives
sns – the data from the daily archives
mns – the data from the monthly archives
ins – the data from the interval archives
pns – the data from the 30-minute archives
sas – the system event log and intervention archive
uas – the user’s event archive
wrt – the desktop descriptors
dan – the desktop parameter values.
All files, except the task queue, may be absent in the project

The application allows the Service Engineer to prepare the controller for operation at site
to:







Record the task queue into the controller,
Form or ‘clear’ the indication menu.
Record the values of the required parameters.
Clear the archives.
Record the task queue ‘identification number’.
Perform information automatic saving and recovery in the module

When working with the controller, the task queue may be read from the controller connected to a computer, or taken from the database on the disk.
Using the Teleport application, the User and the Service Engineer can read data from the
controller; view the archives, both in full and for a specified period of time; view the system
event and intervention logs; if the user’s event archive forms a part of the task queue, its records
may also be viewed. For convenience of simultaneous viewing data from different tasks, it is
possible to form ‘desktops’ (user’s parameter groups). The number of desktops in one project is
unlimited; the ‘desktop’ parameters read from the controller can be saved on the disk or read
from the disk with the purpose to record their values into the controller. Starting from the Teleport application version 2.25, the User and the Service Engineer may view the archives collected
on the flash disk by means of the RI-97 recorder.
The application allows the User and the Service Engineer to create a new description of
the project or correct the existing one, to save all the project components on the disk. The menu
descriptors are unavailable for the User because his level of access to the menu parameters is ‘2’.
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The application allows to exchange with devices under the following communication
types:







Connection via the CAN BUS adapter
Connection via the RS-232 / Mbus adapter
Connection via the RS-232 (technical) interface.
Connection via the АМ-80 CAN BUS – RS-485 adapter.
Connection via the Ethernet (K-104, АЕ-67) controller.
Connection via the GPRS К-105 controller with a static IP-address

Beside the executable file TTP20.exe, the directory should contain the following files
without which correct operation of the Teleport application is impossible:
Dop.ini
- additional information – a list of numbers of the menu algorithms, event
archives, decoding of the controller denial parameters.
Event.ini

- decoding of the Tekon-19 system event archive

7z.dll
file

- the library for working with the DB Т-20 database in the form of archive

WayTTP20.ini- the list of ‘rigid’ parameters, using which is allowed for module configuration automatic recording
Kapta.ini

- the title page of the programming card

During operating the application, several auxiliary work files are created.

2.1 M AIN

FUNCTIONS PERFORMED

The Teleport application main functions and availability of certain functions for the User
or the Service Engineer are shown in Table 2.
In Table 2, the ‘Service Engineer’ access level functions are indicated in the column under the number 2, and the functions available for the ‘User’ access level are indicated in the column under the number 1.
Table 2
List of the Teleport application functions
1 Searching modules in the network and the task queue reading from the
device
2 Project loading from the disk:
Task queue
Project description
‘Desktop’ descriptors
Value of desktop parameters
Indication menu description
3 Automatic reading the task queue, parameter values, archive values, indication menu and event log from the module and saving them on the disk
4 Automatic recovery of earlier read parameter values, archives and indication menu into the module, as well as viewing information saved on the

Access level
1
2

+

+

+
+
+
–
–
–

+
+
+
+
+
+

–

+
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5 ‘Desktop’
Creating and correcting the ‘desktop’ descriptors
Reading the ‘desktop’ parameters
Correcting the parameter values in the device
Saving the parameter values on the disk
6 Reading the task paremeters
Correcting the parameter values in the device
7 Viewing the system event and intervention logs
8 Indication menu
Reading from the controller
Correcting the menu and repeated recording into the controller
Saving on the disk and viewing
9 Viewing the archive parameters for a specified period
10 Clearing the archive parameters
11 Viewing the user’s event archive
12 Recording the task queue into the controller
13 Saving the task queue on the disk
14 Changing the ‘short’ task names in the controller
15 Recording the task queue identifier
The Teleport application has the main menu and the toolbar.
The main menu options:
 Settings
 The database path
 Setting of exchange parameters
 Additional general settings
 System
 Searching modules in the network
 Loading the system from the disk
 Saving the system on the disk
 Module
 Automatic saving and recovery of information from the module
 Saving the module information on the disk
 Recording into the module
 Loading the project description from the disk
 Creating the programming card
 Loading the description of the project ‘desktops’ from the disk
 Creating the ‘desktop’
 User’s menu editing
 Archive menu editing
 Access level
1. Service Engineer access level
2. User access level
 Exchange
1. Switching to the autonomous operation mode
2. Switching to the exchange mode
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–
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Exit
The toolbar buttons and functions performed:
specifying the database path

specifying the exchange parameters
additional general settings
 loading the project from the disk
searching the modules in the network
saving the project on the disk
and
initializing or, on the contrary, disconnecting from the computer COM or USB
port (moving to the exchange mode or to the autonomous operation mode).
output data to the printer
Selection of several functions is performed from the ‘popup’ menu, which is called by
right clicking a certain field. The ‘popup’ menu composition is given in the respective sections.

2.2 L EVELS

OF ACCESS TO DATA IN THE CONTROLLER

Each parameter of any device has two access levels: either by reading or by recording,
these attributes are set for rigid tasks by the developer, and for flexible tasks by the service engineer during the task queue compilation. Data on the parameter access level is stored both in the
database and in the controller itself. By changing the parameter access level, the user obtains the
possibility to work only with parameters ‘visible’ to him at this access level; therefore, the
amount of tasks and task parameters visible to the User is much lower than those visible to the
Service Engineer.
The Teleport application provides no possibility to change the flexible parameter access
level in the task queue, which was set when creating the project. If such need arises, the Dialogue19 should be used, where you need to change the required attributes and save the changed
project on the disk. Next the modified task queue may be recorded into the device using the Teleport or the Dialogue19.

2.3 O RDER

OF THE TASK QUEUE RECORDING INTO THE MODULE

For downloading ready projects into the Tekon-19 module, the computer should contain the
database of the Tekon-20 family modules and the Teleport application. The database and the application are located on the disk supplied with the device; otherwise, they are available at the
company website www.kreit.ru.
The database can be provided both as a Zip archive file and as a set of special files subdivided
into the following directories:
ALG – the subdirectory containing a set of descriptors of the module algorithms
MOD – the subdirectory containing a set of module descriptors
TSK – the subdirectory containing descriptors of module templates
Three directories given above are located in the archive file.
USER – the subdirectory recommended for storing finished projects
The Teleport is located on the disk in the directory Application\TTP20
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Beside the executable file TTP20.exe, the directory contains the following components:
TTP20.pdf – the application description
Dop.Ini – the service information containing a list of the indication menu algorithm numbers,
failure parameter numbers for certain module types
Event.ini – the system event log decoding
Name.ini – the suggested list of names for the menu formation
Karta.txt – the title page for printing the programming card
Absence or damage of one of the listed files causes incomplete operation of the Teleport.
The Tekon-20 database and the Teleport application should be installed using the installation
utility of SetupTTP20_2_xx.exe, where 2_хх is the application version.
For the task queue loading into the module via the Teleport application (TTP20.exe), the following actions shall be performed:
 When the Teleport application first launch, the T-20 database availability should be
checked. If it is absent, specify the database path manually or reinstall the application.
 When the Teleport application first launch, the module connection type and exchange
attributes (port number, speed, etc.) should be specified; otherwise, they should be
changed in the process of operation (see cl. 3.3. Communication types and additional
settings)
 If the device network number is unknown, then, prior to the task queue recording, it is required to carry out the Automatic searching system modules (see cl.3.6 Searching
modules in the network)
 Loading the ready task queue from the disk (see cl. 3.5 Loading the system from the
disk)
 Recording the loaded task queue into the module (see cl. 3.14 Recording into the controller)
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3 Description of the Teleport application
Teleport main window has the following view:

Main menu
Toolbar
Task tree
Information about a module
or a separate task

Fig. 1 – Teleport application main window
Right clicking the module name in the task ‘tree’ area causes appearing the popup menu,
containing the following options:
 Information automatic saving and recovery on the disk
 Saving the xxx module information on the disk
 Reading the project description from the disk
 Reading the desktop description from the disk
 Constructing the programming card
 Creating the desktop
 Data printing
 Parameter searching
 Output
The ‘popup’ menu when the task selection:
 Task searching
 Showing the task as a list of parameters
 Reading the archive data from the flash disk
 Output
Each option of the main or ‘popup’ menu and the functions of the toolbar buttons are described in the following sections. Depending on the item selected (module, task, event archive,
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numeric archive), the corresponding insert appears in the ‘Module information ... ’ field; the
‘Module’ insert is always available.
The menu option ‘Showing task as a list of parameters’ is available at the Service Engineer’s level and is intended for technical purposes. The menu option ‘Reading the archive data
from the flash disk’ is available only for the tasks of number parameter archiving.
The mode ‘Information automatic saving and recovery in the module’ is available only at
the Service Engineer’s level.
The explanation of the icons in the module and task tree field:






task queue has been read from the disk
task queue has been read from the device without errors
task queue has been read from the device with errors, or the parameter list of task ‘short
names’ is absent.
rigid task
flexible task (background)
flexible task (timer)
flexible task (upon request).

3.1 P ROGRAM

ENTRY AND ACCESS LEVEL CHANGE

When entering the application, the ‘Service Engineer’ parameter access level is set automatically. The menu option ‘Access level’ is intended for changing the access level.
If the controller is password protected, then it is required to specify the controller access
password for correct operation at the Service Engineer level. More details about entering the
controller access password are given in cl. 3.9 ‘Setting and general information of the module
condition’

Figure 1 Access level modification

3.2 S ETTING

THE

TEKON-20

DATABASE PATH

The Teleport application operation requires to specify the TEKON-20 controller family
database path. When installing the program on the computer, the database path is registered automatically. If the database paths are not registered or registered incorrectly, then the mode
TEKON-20 database path is called automatically. To change the database path, the menu option ‘Settings’->‘Database path’ or the button
on the toolbar may be used.
If the T-20 database is represented as an archive file, the ‘archive file’ marker and the
path to it, together with the directory for saving the user’s settings should be indicated.
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Figure 2 Database path in the form of archive file

If the Т-20 database has the form of directory, the path should be set in the following
way:

Figure 3 Database path in the form of separate directories

The database contains 4 subdirectories:
ALG – subdirectory containing a set of module algorithm descriptors
MOD – subdirectory containing a set of module descriptors
TSK – subdirectory containing the module template descriptors
USER – subdirectory containing the project; it may be located separately from the T-20 database.
After the DB path has been specified, the application displays an information message
about the database version, if such information is available.
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1
TYPE SETTING AND ADDITIONAL SETTINGS

For exchange with the devices, the exchange parameter configuration is required. To enter
this mode, the button
on the main window on the toolbar, or the option ‘Settings’ –> ‘Settings of exchange parameters’ of the main menu are intended.
Each connection type requires setting its own attributes:
For exchange via the Can-Bus adapter, the following data should be specified: the port number,
the computer network number on the bus, and the exchange frequency on the Can-Bus

Figure 4 Destination of exchange parameters via the Can-Bus adapter

Connection type Rs 232/Mbus should be specified: the port number, the exchange speed, the
number of stop bits.
Using Rs-232, connection is possible via either an adapter or directly via the process connector.
For Mbus, only single device connection is possible.
When connecting via a adapter, it is required to specify its network number from the Rs side, or
it is possible to give the specific network number or the search range.
For the connection type via the Rs-485 adapter, the same attributes as for Rs-232 are specified.
Connecting controllers via the adapter or operation with the adapter only are possible. For the
connection via the adapter, the adapter network number should also be specified.
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Figure 5 Destination of exchange via the Rs-232 or Mbus adapter

The Teleport application allows to carry out the exchange via the Ethernet K-104 controller

Figure 6 Connection via the Ethernet K-104controller

1
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The exchange via the Ethernet K-10 controller is required to specify the following:

IP address, the data receiving port number, the UDP/TCP protocol — as programmed
in K-104, the method of Tekon connecting to K-104.
The following connection options are permitted:


Network via the K-104 controller Can-Bus port



Network via the Rs port – in this case, the controller may be connected either directly or
via the adapter with the network number (e.g., via the AI-80 adapter). The teleport application operates only with the Tekon-20 series controllers. If the Tekon 10, the Tekon-17
or metering instruments by third-party manufacturers are connected to the K-104, then
special software is required for exchange with them, e.g. the ISKRa software.



Work only with the K-104 controller

When connecting the Tekon to the Ethernet controller via the RS-232 port, the method of CRC
forming during the exchange via the FT1.2 protocol should be specified; when connecting the K104 as a module on the Can-Bus, its network number should be specified.
For the K-105 controller in GPRS mode with a static address, the exchange setting is
similar to those of the K-104. For work with the K-105 in the GPRS mode with a dynamic address or in the CSD mode, special software is required, e.g. the ISKRa software.
For polling via the Ethernet AE-67 adapter, it is required to specify the IP address, port
number and network number via Can-Bus. The AE-67 Ethernet adapter supports only the UDP
exchange protocol.

Figure 7 Setting exchange via the Ethernet АЕ-67 adapter

Additional options:
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Displaying the network numbers during the module search – in decimal or hexadecimal
format
Ranging the network numbers for module search
‘Number of repeated inquiries in case of exchange errors’: if exchange errors occur (no response from the controller, checking sum miss, etc.), a specified number of repeated parameter
inquiries are performed, and only then, an error message is displayed.
‘Maximum time for response from the controller’ is recommended to be increased only if
the exchange speeds are low.
‘Saving exchange protocol on the disk’: this option should be set only when exchange issues, in order to export a text file with the exchange protocol to developers for situation analysis.
The file is named DD_MM_YY.txt (where DD is the day, MM is the month, YY is the year of
the file creation), and it is created in the user’s directory (Application Data\Kreit\LogsTTP20).

3.4 A DDITIONAL

SETTINGS

For convenience of work with the Teleport application, it is possible to set some common
additional options. The configuration mode is called with the button
on the toolbar or through
the main menu ‘Settings’ –> ‘Additional general settings’.

Figure 8 Window of additional general settings

‘Task name in the list’ means the rules under which the task names in the main application window task tree are generated.
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‘Color of the selected table row’: due to the fact that users have different monitors and
color preferences, the selected table row or cell color can be customized.
‘Automatic poll launch’: when this option is set, after selecting a task from the task tree
list, the parameter poll is performed automatically. Otherwise, it is performed by clicking the
button Read.
‘Mandatory query during saving...’: when this option is set, a warning on the need to
‘save system on the disk’ is always displayed before exiting the program.
‘Decimal places’: different accuracy is set for convenience of work with small and large
numbers.
‘Interval of a archive parameters inquiry’:
It is possible to set the direction of equalization of an archive inquiry start and end dates
with the button , and the rules of forming an archive inquiry start date: the start date in the inquiry interval is set to the maximum possible date, or a day shift from the current inquiry date is
specified.
‘Maximum number of the displayed array elements’: many system array parameters have
the large dimension, and it is possible to set permissible limits in order not to output extra information. If the attribute ‘Display index range’ is set, the system and user’s tasks are covered only
by this range.
If it is required to hide the Service Engineer access password, it is recommended to set
the option ‘Password display prohibited’, and the password on the module page to be displayed
with ‘*’ characters.
Archive index display: the service information when displaying the numeric archives.

3.5 L OADING

THE SYSTEM FROM THE DISK

For working with the device, a ready project can be selected (even if it contains only one
file, the task queue zzz.tsk) from the disk.
, the option of the main menu ‘System’ –> ‘Loading the sysThe button on the toolbar
tem from the disk’ (see figure 7). It has the following designations:
 The user’s settings directory path – initially, it is the path that set when setting the Tekon20 database path.
 Content of the user’s settings directory – a list of the subdirectories and projects in cl.1.
 System name – the general name of selected projects which to be placed into the main
window module and task tree.
 System composition – a list of the selected projects.
 Project information – if a text file with information exists, its content is placed into this
window.
 Search by the identification number – for convenience of selecting a required project, using the search by the task queue identification number is possible. Buttons
and
indicate the direction of search by a selected row in the field Content of the user’s settings
directory.
.
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Project (or project group) is selected by drag-and-drop. After selecting the required
project in the table Content of the user’s settings directory, the mouse cursor should be
moved, with the left mouse button held, through the screen to the System composition table.
After releasing the left button, the object name appears in the list of selected projects. One
project (or directory containing several projects) may be placed into the System composition
table by double clicking the selected object.
Deleting the selected projects takes place after selecting an option from the popup
menu in the field Directory contents. The selected projects are saved for further work by
clicking the button ‘Save’.

Figure 9 Project selection window

The Teleport application allows to load the task queues from the box solution library created
by special applications (Dialogue19), read from the Tekon and saved on the disk, these are files
with the extension .tsk which are denoted by the symbol
The task queue image is read by the information recorder, the extension .tas, is denoted by
.
After the system is loaded from the disk, it is required to check correctness of each loaded
module network numbers since creating the box solution library, the default module network
number is 1. With changing the module number, it is recommended to save the task queue on the
disk in order to ensure correctness of the module network numbers when reloading.

3.6 S EARCHING

MODULES IN THE NETWORK
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If it is required to determine which devices are currently connected to the computer, or to
read the task queue from one of them, then it needs to use the function ‘Searching modules’. This
mode is available only if initialization of a port (and the Can adapter at Can-Bus communication
type) has passed successfully and the port status button is
ule search’ on the toolbar has the image
modules in the network’

. The button of the function ‘Mod-

, the main menu option ‘System’ –> ‘Searching

Figure 10 Window of searching modules in the network

The module search procedure:
Press the ‘Search modules’ button for the sequence poll of all the specified network numbers. If a controller with xx number ‘responds’, a line with the module type and serial number
appears, a corresponding warning for the network numbers which did not ‘respond’ is displayed . The module search may be stopped by releasing the button ‘Task search’ or clicking
the button ‘Task queue’.
If the controllers are connected via the adapter, the Ethernet controller, GPRS, then it
is required either to specify the adapter specific network number, or to set the network number search mode. In case if the number is specified and the adapter is detected, the other modules are searched; in the second case, first the adapter specific network number is searched,
and the search of controllers connected to it starts only after its detection.
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If, after the module search has completed, the option ‘Task queue’ is not performed,
i.e., the flexible task queue loaded into the module is not read, then only ‘rigid’ tasks are present in such modules. If a module has been found, the description of which is absent in the
TEKON-20 database, then only the module type number, without the name and the rigid task
list, is present in the main program window module list. In this case, a new database for this
module type should be obtained from the manufacturer.
The task queue reading may be stopped by releasing this button to its original position
or clicking any other button.
Additional buttons:


when module search, display only the revealed modules in the list;



set the mark ‘place’ into the main window module and task list;
remove the mark from all previously marked modules.

Only checked modules may be placed into the main window module and task list, and the
‘check’ marker may be set only for modules found in the network.
The button ‘Cyclic exchange’ is intended for communication channel testing.

3.7 P ORT

INITIALIZATION

The Teleport application allows to work both with a connected module and in the auton(
)
omous mode. Switching from one mode to another is performed by clicking the button
on the toolbar or by selecting the required mode in the main menu, the option ‘Exchange’>‘Transfer to the exchange / autonomous operation mode’.
The status of this button on the toolbar indicates whether exchange with the controller is
possible at a certain moment of time
, or the autonomous mode is selected
. If an incorrect
port number is specified or the Can-Bus connection type is specified and the Can adapter is disconnected, then port initialization errors occur. In this case, a corresponding message is displayed, and the button form changes to

. If the port number is incorrect, then after the correct

port number is set, the button form change to

. In the Can-Bus case, sometimes it is enough

only to start the adapter and, by clicking the button
, to make the port and the Can-Bus
adapter to perform repeated initialization. In case of work through the USB port, when the converter incorrect settings, the system may require the repeated port initialization (it is observed
frequently if rather a long time passed since the last exchange).
When working with the K-104 controller, the K-105 controller with the TCP exchange
protocol, a connection session is not set automatically, so prior to performing the module search
in the network, it is required to set the exchange mode manually, by pressing the button
Repeated port initialization is performed in the following way:
The first button clicking allows to close the port, and repeating - to call the port initialization
procedure.
The port closure allows another application (e.g., the ISKRa dispatching complex) to perform exchange with devices without closing the Teleport application. After the port has been
closed, the program moves to the autonomous mode, with all its functions saved in the autonomous mode, except the exchange functions.
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2

CREATION AND CORRECTION

For convenience of data viewing from different tasks of one module, it is possible to generate ‘desktops’ (user’s parameter groups). The functions of desktop formation, correction, deletion, and reading the desktop descriptors from the disk are called from the ‘popup’ menu in the
certain module task area or from the main menu ‘Module’-> ‘Create Desktop’ (see Figures 11,
12).

Figure 11 Desktop creation

If the desktop has not been created, it may be created in one of the two ways:
By using the ‘popup menu’ in the ‘Desktops list’ area or by selecting the required parameter and drag-and-dropping it (or double clicking the parameter) to the desktop list. If the desktop is not exactly specified during the drag-and-drop procedure, then the request appears to create a new desktop or to place the parameter into one of the already existing.
It is also possible to change the parameter order in the desktop by moving them with a
mouse.
The desktop name may also be changed.
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Figure 12 Desktop correction

If parameters in the created desktop are absent, then prior to closing this form, an inquiry
to delete the ‘empty’ desktop appears. If the answer is ‘Yes’, then the empty desktop is deleted,
otherwise, the output from the creation-correction mode is not performed.
Deleting the desktop or its parameters is performed when calling the corresponding
popup menu option.

3.9 S ETTINGS

AND GENERAL INFORMATION OF THE MODULE CON-

DITION

When selecting a module in the list ‘Module and task tree’, the following module information is output: the module type, name, network number, % of filling all memory types with
flexible parameters and project information.
If exchange with the module is performed via the FT1.2-Can-Bus adapter, then the adapter network number window, available for correction, appears additionally.
The User of any access level may view the current module denials: the button
is intended for this. The numbers of parameters containing failures for each module type are listed in
the Dop.ini file in the sections named OTK_NNNN, OTK_NNNx or OTK_NNxx. Search of a
specific module failure decoding starts with the search of a section with full matching to the
module type number, then the first three, and the first two module type digits matching.
E.g., for the AM-70 adapter with module type 0613, the section [OTK_0613] is searched
first, next - [OTK_061x] and, if they are absent, the section [OTK_06хх].
The parameter name is written in the row par=xxxx, and the bit-by-bit denial decoding is
written in rows with numbers
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0 = text
1 = text
…
15 = text
If 1 is set in one of the failures state positions, then the module failure state table displays
the respective row.

Figure 13 View of the insert ‘Module’

The following functions become available for the Service Engineer:
Task queue identifier – to recalculate
, read from the module , search in the directory by
the task queue identification number . It should be noted that the identification code is entered
to the module when recording the task queue automatically as well. If the module has no F028
‘Task identifier’ parameter, this window are not displayed.
The Service Engineer has a possibility to learn about the device operation mode (Operation, Stop) by using the button and transfer from the condition ‘Operation’ to ‘Stop’ and back.
If the module is password-closed at the Service Engineer level, then it is required to specify a password, i.e., to ‘check’ the marker ‘Password availability’ and to enter the password value: 8 characters without spaces.
The project information may be adjusted and viewed, both in a small and in a large window, and for moving to the ‘large window’ mode, it is enough to double click the ‘Project information’ field.
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DATA VIEWING

If a task is selected in the ‘Module and task tree’ list, the data is viewed on the data viewing page ‘Data’. The other pages are used for viewing the descriptors of the menu, numeric archives and event archives.
The User may read the available parameter values. As a rule, the User has no right to correct the parameter values, unless, the User access rights to the recording operation have been assigned when the task queue creation.
The Service Engineer has the right to read and correct the available parameter values and
to change the flexible task short name in the controller.
If the Teleport application settings (see subsection 3.4 ‘Additional settings’) contain the
set marker ‘Automatic polling start’, then, following the task selection, an attempt to read the
data from the device is made. If the marker is not set, reading is performed by clicking the button
‘Read’. Reading may be stopped by repeated clicking this button (the inscription on the button
‘Interrupt’ while reading). If it is required to run constant parameter reading, click the button
‘Run’ (‘Stop’).
The button ‘Cyclic exchange’ is intended for communication channel testing or viewing
any parameter in real time.
The button ‘Read (Data from the disk)’ allows to display data from the file with the extension .prm if such a file is available in the loaded project.
During the first access to the module at the Service Engineer’s access level, the following
inquiry is displayed:
If the controller is protected by a password, it must be specified.
Will you enter the access password?
In order to enter the password, go to the ‘Module’ page and enter the level 2 device access password.
If the device is ‘closed’ with a password, and its value is specified incorrectly in the Teleport application, a message appears indicating mismatch of the requested and actual access levels. In order to continue the exchange, it is required to enter the correct access password or enter
the program with the User’s access level. In the latter case, it is not required to enter the password for accessing the parameters, but the possibilities of work at this level are limited in comparison with the Service Engineer’s access level.
‘Desktop’ parameters are viewed on the same page, but two additional buttons are provided for the desktop: Save and Read data from the disk. The desktop parameter values may be
saved and copied to the device. This mode is convenient for recording some fixed values into the
device, such as the estimated day, estimated hour, interval duration, speed constants, etc. After
once constructing a list of the parameters with values, this function allows to save time and avoid
errors during the commissioning.
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Figure 14 View of the ‘Data’ insert

If it is required to correct a parameter, new data is entered into the ‘value’ row, the entered value is marked by red color and ‘checked’. Only the parameters, the values of which have
been changed, are recorded into the controller. If it is required to refuse from entering one of the
corrected parameters, the ‘check’ symbol should be removed. After clicking the button ‘Record’, the selected parameters are recorded and all the task parameters are read repeatedly. Entry
into the parameter value edit mode is performed after clicking the selected cell; exit from the edit
mode is performed when selecting another table cell or clicking any button.
The value of some parameters, such as the Frequency constant value under RS-232
and CAN-BUS configuration and speed, may be selected from the offered list of possible values of these parameters; repeated clicking the selected cell opens a drop-down list with the acceptable values; exit from the edit mode is performed only by clicking another table cell.
It is possible to set an arbitrary Date from the calendar (details of work with the Calendar
are given in subsection 3.11 ‘Viewing the numeric archives’). The calendar is called by repeated
clicking a table cell in the edit mode.
Setting the current computer Date and Time is performed simply by double clicking the
selected cell.
The index parameters may be placed into the list in the ‘minimized’ condition (only one
array element), or to view the entire array. First the parameter is displayed in the ‘minimized’
condition, and only the element value with the index 0 is displayed. When entering another index
value, the corresponding value is displayed. Viewing the entire array is performed by calling the
corresponding ‘popup’ menu option.
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The popup menu options:
 Print out – the data table is printed
 Display/hide index arrays – to work with arrays
 Clear array – only for the Service Engineer, zeroes the array values
 Tasks containing the nnnn parameter – on the page ‘Task list…’, a task list is formed
which includes the specified parameter

Figure 15 View of the insert ‘Task list’

Search of tasks containing the specified parameter – the reference function, first allowing
to find errors at the task queue programming.
For tasks based on the algorithm 0299 ‘Combining 32 bits with signaling’, a possibility to
form a viewing mask depending on the set parameters is provided. For calling this mode, the option Create TS mask appears in the popup menu. When calling one of this menu option, a window with a list of all input bit parameters of the given task appears. Beside the pointer ‘byte
number – bit number’, each parameter is provided with a field for setting the marker of inclusion
into the viewing mask, the ‘check’ symbol; the parameter number and the name from the task in
which the given parameter number is defined are specified as the parameter name.
The viewing mask numeric value is determined depending on the parameters that are
marked for introduction into the mask. After clicking the button ‘Enter into the table’, the
changed values of bit parameters or the viewing mask button are transferred to the main table as
the values prepared for recording into the device (marked with color and with the record marker
set)
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Figure 16 Generation of the remote signalling mask

In the ‘System’ task, if the controller network number is changed, the connection may be
lost for the specified connection type, because the most modules do not require to repeat poweron after changing the network number values; for this reason, the Teleport application, starting
from version 2.27, provides checking for network number change. With this purpose, the OBMEN section is introduced in a file dop.Ini, in which for each module and communication type,
the parameter numbers are specified, determining the exchange (network number, speed constants, CRC calculation type). When changing data in the ‘System’ task, the exchange parameters are always recorded at the end of the list. Next it is checked whether the module changed the
network number; if yes, the application automatically changes this number in the module description on the insert 'Module' and in the task queue list with the further exchange with the
module, using the new network number. If the network number in the module has not been
changed automatically, or other exchange parameters have been replaced as well, then a message
is displayed that the changed exchange parameters will become effective after repeated power-on
in the module.

3.11 V IEWING

THE NUMERIC ARCHIVES

The numeric archives (hourly, daily, monthly, interval, 30-minute) can be viewed in the
form of table. The possibility to view all data from the archive or at a certain time point is provided.
The additional function of clearing the archives is available to the Service Engineer.
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Figure 17 View of the ‘Hourly archive’ insert

The same as in the ‘Data viewing’ function, the Service Engineer may change the ‘short’
task name in the controller.






The popup menu options:
Reading data for a period
Printing out
Clearing the archive
Displaying data for the entire period
Displaying data for a specified period
The last two points are intended for viewing data from the disk, both for the values saved
on the flash disk and for the archived values read in the mode ‘Information automatic
saving and recovery’. The extensions of files with the archive values are given in clause
3.11.1 Viewing the archives saved on the flash disk.

In the additional settings mode of the Teleport application, some options for forming the
archive inquiry start and end dates are set.
For reading the monthly archives, the month and year of the initial and final intervals are
specified. The month is selected from the list; the year is selected by the buttons
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Figure 18 Month selection for a monthly report preparation

For the remaining archives, the reference point date is set; this date may be selected in the
following way:
 If the required date belongs to the opened month, the date is selected by clicking the required number,
 To change the month is possible by using the buttons < or > or by selecting a month
from the list by clicking the current month name.
 To change the year is possible by clicking on the ‘year’ opens access to the year value editing window.

Figure 19 Month selection for hour and daily report preparation

It is possible to change the reporting period beginning and end hour for the hour archives
using the buttons , for the half-hour or interval archives, the hour and minutes should be edited
manually and separately by replacing or scrolling with the button
.

Figure 20 Selection of hour and minutes for half-hour and interval report preparation
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3.11.1 V IEWING

THE ARCHIVES SAVED ON THE FLASH DISK

Using the RI-97 recorder, it is possible to read and save archive data on the flash disk.
The task of collecting data on the computer from the flash disk is implemented in the dispatch
complex ‘ISKRa’. The Teleport application provides a possibility of viewing this data.
For each device, a directory is created on the flash disk, with its name being the serial
number of a device storing the read archive data. The file names consist of the serial and identification numbers, separated by the ‘underscore’. The file extension depends on the archive type:
hns for the hourly archives
sns for the daily archives
mns for the monthly archives
ins for the interval archives
pns for the 30-minute archives
When first reading data from the device, using the RI-97 recorder, the identification number of
files equals to 0000, and the data is read from the controller in full.
When subsequent readings, the identification number is increased, and data in the file are ‘read
out’, starting from the previous reading date.
For data viewing, load the corresponding task queue from the disk (see cl. 3.5 'Loading
the system from the disk'), go to the ‘Autonomous operation’ mode (from the main menu ‘Exchange’->‘Transfer to the autonomous operation mode’ or by clicking the button
on the
toolbar. Transferring to the autonomous operation mode is desirable in order to prevent the application from reading the current time from a disconnected controller.
Next choose the required archive from the controller task list. After right clicking the task ‘tree’
area, the 'popup' menu appears. Select the menu option ‘Reading the archive data from the flash
disk’.
If the flash disk is connected, the standard file search window is displayed. The file with the archive data is selected from the required directory, and then, the data from the file is placed into
the archive table. If it is required to choose data for a specific period, then perform the following
actions:
 Specify the beginning and end of the reporting period
 Call the 'popup' menu by right clicking the archive table areas
 Select the menu option ‘Display the data from the disk for a specified period’
 Confirm the file selection

3.12 V IEWING

THE EVENT ARCHIVE AND THE INTERVENTION LOG

The event archives are viewed in the form of tables. It is possible to view both the entire
archive and a specified amount of recent events. When viewing the system event log, the event
parameters, type and code, together with the event decoding (if the file event.ini is available) are
displayed in the table hexadecimal form. The text event decoding is absent in the user’s event
log; only a bitwise event representation is displayed. If during the automatic data reading from
the module, there is an instruction to read and save the contents of the event archives on the disk,
then the saved data may be viewed from this mode (by clicking the button ‘From the disk’ or
from the popup menu option ‘Display the data from the disk’). The files are saved on the disk
with the extensions
.sas for the system event log and intervention archive
.uas for the user’s event archives
For viewing convenience, either all events or a specified number of last events may be selected.
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Figure 21 View of the ‘System event log’ insert

In the Tekon-19, the intervention log is implemented showing the modified parameters: the date
and time of intervention, the old and new parameter value.

Figure 22 View of the ‘Intervention log’ insert
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The event logs may be printed or exported to Excel for analysis. The specified options are called
from the popup menu.
The User’s event archive is either displayed in codes or read from the controller.

Figure 23 View of the ‘The User’s event archive’ insert

However, data of the user’s events may also be viewed in the form of parameters, by calling the
mode from the popup menu ‘Decode the event archive.’
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Figure 24 Decoding the user’s event archive

3.13 I NDICATION

MENU EDITOR

For setting the indication menu (user’s or archived), the ‘Indication menu editor’ mode is
designed. This mode is available only to the Service Engineer.
This mode is called from the main menu ‘Module’->‘Editing user’s (archived) menu’ or
by selection of the corresponding task in the Module and task tree.
The menu may be read from the controller, read from the file, or a new menu may be created. If the project has been loaded from the disk (see subsection 3.5 ‘Loading system from a
disk’) and the menu descriptors file is included into the project, the menu is automatically read
from the file.
The menu is given in the form of table, the table dimension is specified in the file of additional settings dop.ini. It is not recommended to change the number of columns and rows, because this value is constant in the controller.
The top row indicates the module name, network number and type. The ‘Parameter numbers’ field is given for reference, it contains the parameter numbers, the number of elements in
the menu, the row length.
The option ‘Color marking’ is intended to mark those parameters, the numbers of which
are missing in the list of module parameters. If the marker is not set, the missing parameters are
not shown in the table and the numbers of the non-existing parameters are replaced with FFFF
when the menu is recorded into the controller.
The ‘Menu’ table cells contain the names to be output to device indicator. The parameter
number and decimal places may be viewed by selecting the desired item in the table and clicking
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it. The standard parameter names may be saved in the file menu.ini and may be used when setting the menu of other devices.

Figure 25 Menu editor

Entering a new or modifying the existing element of the indication menu should be carried out in the following way:
 Parameter number may be entered manually;
 Selecting from the offered list by clicking the button | |.
When entering a new menu element, first the task is selected from the list, followed by
the parameter and the button ‘OK’ or double clicking the selected parameter. If the required
number has not been found in the parameter list, then it is required to install the respective filters
(all parameters or only output parameters, number formats, parameter access level), and to select
the parameter.
If the parameter number was entered manually and the number of such parameter is missing in the task queue, a message is output. When entering a new parameter, a ‘short’ parameter
name is placed into the field ‘indiced text’. It is possible to change the text by entering a new
name or choosing a name from the drop-down list. For convenience of selecting a name from the
list, groups are formed (e.g., names of temperatures are combined into a group T, expenses into
a group G, etc.). The names for the menu are stored in the file menu.ini. For parameters, having a
floating-point format, it is required to specify decimal places in the displayed value.
A new or changed value is placed into the table by clicking the button
the other element of the menu. The button
is intended to cancel the changes.
‘Clear’ the selected element – , save the name in the file menu.ini – .

or when going to
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Figure 26 Parameter selection from the list

If the group name is not specified, the parameter is placed into the group ‘NAME_’. It is
possible to correct the file of indication names menu.ini with the text editor. The group names
are taken into square brackets, followed by the numbered parameter names. The sequence numbers should not be repeated.
It is possible to read or record the menu into the controller by pressing the button from
the main menu (Controllers-> Read/Record). In some cases it may be required to view the current parameter values output to the menu. The button ‘Current values’ is intended for this; to exit
the mode of viewing the current values and to enter the edit mode, it is sufficient to click this
button once again.
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Figure 27 Viewing the current parameter values

Saving on the disk, reading from the disk, importing/exporting from/to Excel, creating a
new menu are options of the main menu File.
The popup menu options:
 Cut
 Copy
 Paste
 Print menu.

3.14 R ECORDING

INTO THE MODULE

The function ‘Recording into the controller’ is available to the Service Engineer. Before
recording, it is required to specify options for recording:
 The task queue – it is possible to load the current queue, to choose another queue from
the disk or to delete the task queue in the module (loading the ‘empty’ task queue).
 The indication menu – it is possible to clear or load from files if they are included into
the project composition.
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When loading an ‘empty queue’ or in case of absence of menu descriptors in the project,
only one option is available – to clear the menu.
‘Clear archive data’ is a function required during the commissioning period. As a rule,
when a task queue is loaded, the device memory space allocated for the archives is filled with
random numbers, so it is recommended to clear the archives before putting the device into operation. The options ‘Short task names’ and ‘Task identifier’ are separated from the others: when
recording the task queue into the controller, these options are always performed, but it may be
required to change the short names without affecting the task queue, or to rewrite the task identifier.
After clicking the ‘Execute’ button, recording confirmation is requested. The button
‘Viewing’ is intended for viewing the task queue internal structure and can be useful to specialists for analysis.

Figure 28 – Parameter selection from the list

3.15 S AVING

THE PROJECT ON THE DISK

The function ‘Save the project on the disk’ allows to save the following project information in the separate directory:
 Task queue
 Project description
 Menu descriptors
 Desktop description
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Desktop parameter values

Since the menu descriptors and the parameter values are read from the controller, these
options may be performed only when connection with the controller is established. The project
and directory names should be entered or selected from the offered list.

Figure 29 Saving the project on the disk

3.16 P ROGRAMMING

CARD

Constructing the controller programming card is available for any User’s level of the
Teleport application.
The programming card may be printed or saved on the disk as a text file. After calling the
function ‘Programming card’, a list of the parameters included into the programming card is
filled in, reading the parameter values from the controller is performed by clicking the button ,
while reading the parameter, the figure on the button changes to . Reading may be interrupted
by repeated clicking this button.
Saving the programming card on the disk – the button , printing –
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Figure 30 Programming card

In order to exclude some parameters (e.g., ‘backing arrays’ included into the task
composition), from the programming card, the function ‘Setting the content of programming
cards’ is provided.

Figure 31 Exclusion of parameters from the programming card

For each module type, a list of the algorithms, implemented in this module type, is
issued, and for a selected algorithm, a list of parameters with numbers inside the algorithm (for
more details, see the Instructions for Use of the device) is issued. An algorithm is selected from
the list or after entering the number and clicking the ‘Search’ button. The parameters included
into the programming card are marked with a ‘check’ symbol.
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The list of excluded numbers is stored in the file karta_dop.ini in the Karta section.
If required, a title page may be added to the programming card. The title page is a text
file which may include some characters. An example of the title page is given in the file karta.txt. To include the values of some parameters into the programming card, special links in the
file text are used:
@Z - printing the module serial number
@I
- printing the task queue identification number
@M - printing the module type
@D - printing the date of constructing the programming card in the format
DD/MM/YY
@DT - printing the date and time in the format DD/MM/YY hh:mm

3.17 A UTOMATIC

SAVING AND RECOVERY OF INFORMATION INTO

THE MODULE

For the Service Engineer’s access level in the Teleport application, starting from the
version 2.27, the option of automatically saving all values of parameters and archives on the disk
is now available. The saved values may be viewed and recorded back into the module, both in
the automatic recovery mode, and for each task separately, in the mode ‘Task data viewing’ or
‘Viewing the numeric archives’.
This mode is called from the main menu ‘Module’-> ‘Automatic saving and recovery of
information into the module’ or from the ‘popup’ menu in the list of loaded tasks.
Main menu of the ‘Automatic saving…’ mode contains the following clauses:
 Exchange with the module
Reading data from the module
Data recording into the module
 Data viewing
Parameters
Archives
The menu option ‘Exchange with the module’ is invisible when assigning the ‘Autonomous
operation’ mode in the Teleport application main menu. The menu option ‘Exchange with the
module’ is unavailable if no exchange with the selected module has been performed. In this case,
it is required to check connection of the module to do this, specify the parameter access
password on the insert ‘Common settings’ at the Service Engineer access level, if required, and
check the button ‘Settings reading’. If connection with the module is established, the menu option ‘Exchange with the module’ becomes available.
Before reading data from the module, specify the path to the directory in which the data
to be saved (the default location is a directory specified in the ‘Database path’ mode), the name
of a subdirectory in the main directory (enter manually if required, choose from the list or refuse
– the option ‘no’), and specify the name under which the system data to be saved on the disk (enter manually or select from the list).
The file and subdirectory names are offered in the form of module serial number or module
type_ serial number.
After specifying or checking the path to save data, it is required to specify the data which
to be saved on the disk: task queue, parameter values, menu, numeric and event archives. If the
archives in the specified task queue are absent, this option is unavailable.
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The button
is intended for setting the mark for all available options, and the button
removes the mark from all the options marked earlier.

Figure 32 Data reading from the module

Data reading and recording is accompanied by messages when the procedure being performed,
and the exchange protocol is forcibly created on the disk. When reading data from the module in
the ‘Parameter values’ mode, all the ‘rigid’ and ‘flexible’ task parameters, available for reading,
are read and saved on the disk, and when recording into the ‘flexible’ tasks, all parameters available for the Service Engineer level are restored, while for the ‘rigid’ tasks, it is required to form a
list of the resettable parameters on the insert ‘Filters for automatic recording’.
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Figure 33 Assignment or the ‘rigid’ task parameters for recovery

To add or remove a parameter from the list, use the button with the same name, or the
‘popup’ menu in the parameter list is intended. For next use, the list of filters should be saved.
The set filters are saved in the file wayTTP20.ini in the [Filters_nn] section, where nn are the
first two digits in the module number.
In the automatic information recovery mode, the archive parameter module and the menu
have the option ‘Clear’. It should be noted that not all modules (except the Tekon-19 and the
Tekon-19B) support the archive clearing command. Before applying this command to other
modules, it is required to make sure that it can be executed in the Operation Manual of the module.
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Figure 34 Information recording into the module

The button
is intended for marking all available options, and the button
removes the
mark from all the options marked earlier.
The buttons
and
are intended for setting the attribute Clear or Record into all marked archive types. When restoring data into the module, only the parameters available for recording at
the Service Engineer level is recorded.
In the ‘Data viewing’ mode, it is possible to view the data read from the module and saved on
the disk. When viewing the archived data, the archive type should be specified, and the required
file and saved archive name should be selected. Data may be viewed both for the entire period
and for a specified date range.
When viewing the non-archived parameter values, the file should be selected, and all data or the
data to be recorded into the module, may be selected.

